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About This Video

World 1-1 is an independent documentary on the early history of video games. The personalities of the pioneers, the creations
of the engineers, and the challenges, technology and business deals. See the games and hear the stories from the creators

themselves. This is the story of how Atari helped create the games industry years before it should have happened. World 1-1
follows the lucky deals and unfortunate mistakes that almost destroyed the entire industry just as quickly as it was born.

Director: Daryl Rodriguez & Jeanette Garcia
Producer: Jeanette Garcia & Daryl Rodriguez

Writer: Jeanette Garcia & Daryl Rodriguez

Featuring: Howard Scott Warshaw, Nolan Bushnell, Colin Moriarty, Patrick Scott Patterson, David Crane, Al Alcorn, Warren
Robinett, Dona Bailey, and many other pioneers from the earliest days of the video game industry.
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15.99 for some shooty boiz and saily boiz, paradox has truly out done themselves this time.

2 Benes\/ .72 Banats. THis is seriously fun! I have payed euqal price for VR experiences that didn't give me this much. Sure it
might be slightly repetitive, but it doesnt get old how you must do your rice bowls better!! faster!! then while your shop is
crowded grab your katana to hit the robber that just entered. NO! Your meat has burned. Youll find yourself throwing eggs at
costumers and drinking the sake on your own. Have fun!. If you were a rabbit in Dark souls u wold be this guy!
. I LIKE THE CONSTURCTION GAMES BUT THIS ONE IS GOOD TO PLAY I JUST DO NOT CARE FOR THE
CONTORLS. CONTROLS SUCK BAD KEYBOARD AND MOUSE ONLY NO CONTROLLER SUPPORT I HAD TO
DOWNLOAD XPADDER TO USE XBOX 360 CONTROLLER TO WORK. GRAHPIC ARE PRETTY GOOD BUT
SOUND AFFECTS ARE NOT ALL THAT GREAT THE GAMES TIMIG IS TO FAST AT TIMES AND SKIPS FROM
TIME TO TIME I MEANS IS THAT IT LANGS. IF YOUR INTO GAMEPADS FOR THIS GAME THEN IT'S NOT FOR
YOU.I THINK THEY NEED A GOOD PATCH TO FIX THESE ISSUE SOON CAUSE RIGHT NOW I THINK THE GAME
IS WORTH $10 NO MORE. So am seeing a lot of negative comments on the game because they can't play on 4k.
I can understand that it must be frustrating not being able to play in a resolution of your choice but that really should affect what
the actual game play is like.
 I only have a 1080p monitor and can say at 1080p the game runs fine and had no issues at all.

That out of the way, I am still on chapter 1 and am enjoying the game.

Pros
- The story is what grabbed me, and I am really enjoying the ride. Even if I have played a little so far.
- The game isn't censored, though even if it was. I don't really buy games based on the censoring, but at least we got everything
there was to get.
- I enjoy the turn based combat and the style switch up is a nice change, everything in combat feels good.
- Characters are goods, about what you expect from any jrpg or anime, these days.
- I am playing with Japanese Voice acting, and can say the VA on this side is good. Will have to check out the English voice
acting later.
- Plenty of boob jiggle! Must have, very important. *Nods*

Cons
- Course no game is perfect, for myself I feel the exploration, and controlling your character could be polished a little. I am not
saying fluid movement, just something a little more refined. I can say it does the job.
- The game plays very much like a visual novel, and often describes things in detail. There are a few spots where I feel just a
picture of what we are looking at, or some sort of visual representation would be nice when something is being described. (that's
just a personal opinion thing) Example would be. Character gets a bow, but we have no idea what the bow looks like till we get
into a fight. Just a small picture of a bow would have been nice.
- A few more graphical settings, now I know the game isn't really meant to be graphically outstanding, but just a few extra
options for whats already existing for people with high end machines would be nice. You know nicer shadows or sharper
textures that kinda deal. Not to mention 4k support, though 4k doesn't affect me directly.
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I am hoping to see what else this game has to offer as my hype is still there and want to continue through more. I may change
my opinion later and or update this later.. So i just beat the game and it is actually pretty fun for what it is. I DEFINITELY
recommend this game for anyone into any kind of game genre. 9.5/10 because i cant go widescreen but easily forgettable.. So
after the last X-Com game kinda flopped, they started pumping out spin-offs. Interceptor isn't bad, but shares the X-Com name
pretty much for no reason. Shootin' doods in space is pretty okay, but I have lots of trouble getting it to run and control properly.
3/5. Okay, what can be said about Them & Us, in postive and negative terms?

First of all, it\u00b4s 'inspired' by Resident Evil 1, Alone in the Dark and Silent Hill up to a point, where it can be described as a
literal homage. You\u00b4ll discover certain scenes in game, that resemble their counterpieces in Resi and SH almost 1 on 1:
your first encounter with a zombie, the moment something breaks through the window in a corridor or you\u00b4ll be attacked
by a visitor, spending some time in a bathtub. The atmosphere is thick as hell, and the music and soundeffects are playing no
small part in that. The whole game somewhat resembles the Resident Evil 1 HD Remake, without simply copying it. I really like
to idea of separate 3rd person and classic mode with tank controls, which feel tight and responsive. Graphics are nice and really
atmospheric as well, with lots of little details catching your eye. Puzzles are nice, but I admit, it\u00b4s nothing I haven\u00b4t
seen in another Resi or SH Game - they\u00b4re simply nothing postive or negative, they\u00b4re just okay.

Okay, lets come to the critic:
First of all: Combat. Combat in this game is terrible. At least up to the point, where you\u00b4ll get the Handgun. Combat with
the knive is borderline impossible. Don\u00b4t get me wrong: it\u00b4s not just hard, I would have no problem with that.
Problem is, in Resi, if you attack a Zombie with the knive and land a hit, you\u00b4ll stagger the enemie for a split-second - just
enough to land a second hit. This doesn\u00b4t work here at all. The zombie will come at you unfazed, no matter you hit it, or
not. Please, fix this! At least in the lower difficulity settings, I should have the chance to kill them without being ripped apart.

Second thing bothering me: the performance. I\u00b4m fully aware this game is still in early access and probably not really
optimized yet, so - this point won\u00b4t affect my verdict, since I\u00b4m not really feeling that bothered by it, but it has to be
mentioned. I\u00b4m having some pretty nasty framterate drops from 60 fps to about 30-45 without any apparent reason.
Drivers are on the latest (stable) version, and it makes no difference whether im playing on med or very high detail.
(Im playing on an I7 6700k, with 16 gigs of Ram and 2x Radeon RX 580, so that shouldn\u00b4t be the problem)

So - recomment it or not?

A clear recommendation, IF you are aware of the current problems this build has. The dev\u00b4s are working on it and i really
believe, that this game has the potential to become a real alternative for old school survival horror fans. Give the developers a
chance, you can clearly see the love for the genre, that has been poured into this game.. if you have not yet got this game plz
dont buy it until its free with it WILL be if not this game is mega meca xxx_gay_xxx #dontbuy. This game is probably the best
game I've ever played this year, I've never played a game that combined both the fun of randomness and the feeling that the
game came from a cereal box, I played it with my good bud and we've laughed all way through. Even though this game is
praised only for it's flawed physics and lack of maps and weapons, I believe that if the developer actually spends more time on
this game, it can become better
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I stumbled onto this game while looking at upcoming releases. It looked fun and engaging, so I bought it pretty much
immediately on release. I have to say, though, I'm left more on the disappointed side so far.

On the up side, the game has some definite style in its visuals and sound, coming across like a sleek upgrade of a retro game,
with fluid-looking movement and eye-popping colors. In terms of gameplay, it obviously draws a lot of inspiration from Super
Meat Boy, but its central difference is the grappling hook, which is part of what caught my eye. But I'm left unsure of how to
feel about the hook.

For the purpose of specific aiming of the hook, you need keyboard and mouse controls, which feel a little awkward during
certain fast-paced segments and contributes to some of the difficulty if you're more of a controller gamer (like me). But for all
that, the hook doesn't even seem like the central gameplay gimmick. Most of the early levels just focus on your ability to
execute precision jumps. It feels like the hook should have been made a bit more necessary if it was going to be part of the
game.

The thing that really bothers me is the progression. One could argue that dying a lot is definitely expected in a game like this,
but at times because of the fast movement and perilous obstacles, you'll find yourself dying a lot if you're not the most skilled
gamer (somehow that little ninja can be very slippery sometimes!). Here's the biggest problem with that: your ability to progress
in the game and clear worlds is dependent on getting gold medals by clearing the levels effectively and efficiently. This means
that progression in the game is essentially more of a "hardcore" feature than a "casual" feature, meaning a lot of your potential
audience may be shut out from experiencing the game if they don't feel like re-running the levels to get them just right. Things
like leaderboards and achievements and their in-game bonuses are great features for rewarding players who really polish their
skills.
Being able to simply play the game should not be a reward.

Overall I can tell there's a lot of heart here, and pieces of a really fun game. But what stops it from being a classic is that
clearing levels alone isn't enough; you have to master them, meaning that a lot of the game's content might end up being
replaying the same levels, which I don't personally find to be fun enough. It ends up feeling like the sort of Flash game I would
have played on Newgrounds back in the day and thought was cool, but I after a few minutes of retrying the same level I'd
probably get bored and find something else to do.

I think tweaking that alone would be the difference between me recommending it or not.

EDIT: Based on feedback, the medal requirement was removed. The game is still super challenging, but it feels much more
accessible now. If you're going into it knowing it won't be easy, then I definitely recommend giving it a try!. An okay visual
novel at a low price, but a little bit on the short end. All in all, it's nothing special. For those interested, make sure to install the
uncensored patch for optimal enjoyment.. 10/10 absolutely great game if you like a great immersive story driven experience,
short game but I think it is worth the price.. A small puzzle game. Doesn't have that many puzzles in it, but it can be challenging
:) The sountrack is good and the artwork nice too :)
Also, the whole translation part is pretty interesting and makes this experience somehow unique.

I recommend this game to every person who can enjoy puzzle games :). thank you russia, very cool. One of the best games I
have played in years...
Escape: Sierra Leone is a tough game in its own way, the AI is accurate and deadly, Balistics are well simulated, food and water
are scarce, the protagonist is Joe Average with no special skills or a gift of divine destiny. What makes this special is that it puts
you the player into a mess of trouble where you and your actions really make the success or break it. Stealth is the order of
business and a gung ho frontal assault is not going to get you much but a bullet in your gizzard, however in the right moment
with luck and surprise on your side it might be just the thing needed to move forward. Be warned, realism is a pain in the rear.
You can carry about a dozen items and will have to make some hard choices about what to take and what to leave behind as you
travel. I guess the best I can do is list some pros and cons and let you decide for yourself whether this game is your flavor.

PROS:
Smooth graphics
immersive environment
simple controls (though see below in cons for some comments)
interesting crafting as well as hunting and fishing
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challenging but attainable goals
Developer is VERY active and interactive, take constructive criticism well and CARES about the game and players.
Open world \/ sandbox that does not hold your hand or give you beacon style goals.

CONS:
Inventory system: The inventory can be frustrating in that unless you follow a very precise sequence of action you will
constantly be tossing items on the floor as you attempt to switch items. While most games have an 'auto rotation' that
automatically puts away one item when switched for another, this game does not really work that way. Sometimes small items
will rotate into the pack sometime not (and the when or why is not very clear).
The inventory has slots for roughly a dozen small items (backpack) and then a single large slot (hands) that is your ONLY hot
slot. What I mean is that it represents what you are carrying in your hands and while you have two items available in this large
slot (one holstered and one active \/ in hand) they may be a combo of large items like rifles and a small item like a pistol. If you
have in your hot slot two 'large weapons' (rifles, ammo boxes for extra items, shotguns, fishing rod, sleepingbag etc) and you
pick up an item or rotate something out of your pack that is classed as a weapon you will toss the in hand item on the ground.
many times I had my pistol in hand (fits in my back pack) and my rifle holstered yet when I picked up an item it did not put my
pistol in my pack, it tossed it on the floor.
I could then pick up the pistol from the floor and it went directly into my backpack....
there is a key to drop items but no key I could find to put something from your hands back into your packnor can you drag and
drop from the hand slot to a pack slot.

Lets say I have a pistol in my backpack, a rifle in my hands and no second item in my hot slot \/ hands. If I decide I want to use
the pistol I must open my inventory, then 'holster' my rifle, select the pistol in my backpack and thenchoose 'use'. This moves
the pistol into my hand. No problem, now I can use my mouse wheel while in play to switch between the rifle and pistol.
However when I open the inventory, the item that shows in my 'hand slot' is the holstered item, not the active item. This is
counterintuitive and can lead to confusion. Furthermore it is not uncommon to pick up a weapon only to have the weapon in
your hands thrown on the floor even though it would fit in your back pack (proven by the fact that one can immediately pick the
item up and have it go directly into one's pack). Frankly after 8 hours of play this confusing pack - floor - hands system had me
frustrated as heck. The interface needs two hot slots \/ hand slots, one that is highlighted as the active item and one for the
holstered item, in addition it needs to allow a drag and drop movement between slots.

This said, I would still concider this one of the greatest games I have ever played.
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